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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a new method for deriving a pra tial linear-time algorithm from the spe i ation of a
maximum-weightsum problem: From the elements of a data
stru ture x, nd a subset whi h satis es a ertain property
p and whose weightsum is maximum. Previously proposed
methods for automati ally generating linear-time algorithms
are theoreti ally appealing, but the algorithms generated are
hardly useful in pra ti e due to a huge onstant fa tor for
spa e and time. The key points of our approa h are to express the property p by a re ursive boolean fun tion over the
stru ture x rather than a usual logi al predi ate and to apply
program transformation te hniques to redu e the onstant
fa tor. We present an optimization theorem, give a al ulational strategy for applying the theorem, and demonstrate
the e e tiveness of our approa h through several nontrivial
examples whi h would be diÆ ult to deal with when using
the methods previously available.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Consider the following three optimization problems, the
rst of whi h appeared as an exer ise in [12℄ and was disussed in [8℄.
Professor M Kenzie is onsulting for the president of the A.-B Corporation, a ompany that
has a hierar hi al stru ture. That is, the supervisory relations form a tree rooted at the president. The personnel oÆ e has ranked ea h em-

ployee with a onviviality rating that is a positive
or negative real number.

Party Planning Problem

The president wants to have a ompany party.
To make the party fun for all attendees, the president does not want both an employee and his or
her dire t supervisor to attend.
The problem is to design a linear algorithm making the guest list. The goal is to maximize the
sum of the onviviality ratings of the guests.

Group Organizing Problem

The president wants to organize a proje t group
in whi h the existing supervisory relations hold;
that is, ea h member of a group (ex ept the group
leader) has in that group his or her dire t or indire t supervisor.
The problem is to design a linear algorithm making the member list. Again, the goal is to maximize the sum of the onviviality ratings of the
group members.

Supervisor Chaining Problem

The president wants to award a hain of supervisors that has the largest sum of onviviality
ratings.
The problem is to design a linear algorithm making the list of supervisors.
These problems, though looking a bit di erent, an be formulated in the following uniform way: Given a tree t having
nodes asso iated with weights, nd a set of nodes vs that
satis es a ertain property p(t; vs) and has the maximum
weightsum. That is,

spe t =
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"

ws = [vs j vs

nodesets t; p (t; vs)℄

where ws vs omputes the weightsum of vs and nodesets
generates all sets of nodes of a tree. The operator "f is
alled the sele tion operator [7℄ and is de ned by

a "f b = a; if f a > f b
= b; otherwise:

The operator = is alled the redu e operator [7℄ and is de ned
by
=[a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an ℄ = a1  a2      an :
The di eren es between the three problems are in the different de nitions of the property des ription of p. The properties for the party planning problem, the group organizing
problem, and the supervisor haining problem are respe tively denoted by ppp , pgo , and ps , and are as follows.






ppp (t; vs): for any v1 and v2 in vs, v1 is not the parent
or a hild of v2 in t.
pgo (t; vs): for any v1 and v2 in vs, either v1 is an anestor or a des endent of v2 or there is in vs a ommon
an estor of v1 and v2 .
ps (t; vs): for any v1 and v2 in vs, v1 is an an estor or
a des endent of v2 , and verti es on the path between
v1 and v2 are all in luded in vs.

We shall refer to these kinds of problems, the main subje t
of this paper, as maximum-weightsum problems. In general,
a maximum-weightsum problem is to nd, from the elements
of a data stru ture, a subset whi h satis es a ertain property p and whose weightsum is maximum.
The maximum-weightsum problems are interesting in that
they en ompass a very large lass of optimization problems [6, 11℄ (see Se tion 7 for some examples). The solving
of maximum-weightsum problems, however, requires mu h
insightful analysis. There are basi ally two kinds of approa hes.




The Algebrai Approa h.
Using the algebrai laws of programs [9, 8℄, one may
try to al ulate eÆ ient solutions to the problems by
program transformation. For instan e, Bird derived a
linear algorithm to solve the maximum segment sum
problem [9℄, whi h is a maximum-weightsum problem
on lists. Bird and de Moor [8℄ demonstrated the derivation of a greedy linear fun tional algorithm for the
party planning problem.
However, the su ess of derivation usually depends on
a powerful al ulation theorem and requires areful
and insightful justi ation to meet the onditions of
the theorem. For many ases, su h justi ation is difult for (even experien ed) fun tional programmers
to mimi to solve other similar problems.
The Constru tion-from-predi ates Approa h.
Though little known in fun tional programming ommunity, it has been known for de ades [1, 27, 6, 11℄
that if maximum-weightsum problems are spe i ed by
regular predi ates [11℄, they are solvable in linear time
on de omposable graphs and that linear-time algorithms for them an be derived automati ally from the
spe i ations of the graph problems.
Though more systemati and onstru tive than the algebrai approa h, this approa h yields algorithms that
su er from a prohibitively large table (see Se tion 8 for
details). The algorithm for solving the party planning
problem, for instan e, would need to onstru t a table
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with more than 2(2 ) entries [11℄. The algorithms
thus annot be put to pra ti al use.

In this paper we propose a new approa h to deriving pra ti al linear-time algorithms for maximum-weightsum problems over data stru tures su h as lists, trees, and de omposable graphs. The key points of our approa h are to express the property p by a re ursive boolean fun tion over
the stru ture x rather than a usual logi al predi ate and
to apply program transformation te hniques to redu e the
onstant fa tor, thereby exploiting the advantages of the algebrai and onstru tion-from-predi ates approa hes. Our
main ontributions an be summarized as follows.
 We propose an optimization theorem that gives a
generi and pra ti al linear-time algorithms for solving maximum-weightsum problems (Se tion 5). It provides a friendly interfa e for people deriving lineartime algorithms. Moreover, we give a al ulational
strategy for transforming the problem spe i ation
into the form to whi h the optimization theorem an
be applied (Se tion 6). This is a transformation from a
re ursive boolean fun tion into a property des ription
in the form of mutumorphisms. This transformation
utilizes tupling and fusion transformations.
 Our al ulational approa h is simple, general, and exible. We demonstrate this in Se tion 7 by deriving
linear-time algorithms for interesting and nontrivial
maximum-weightsum problems. The Haskell odes for
solving all the problems in this paper are available at
http://www.ipl.t.u-tokyo.a .jp/~ sasano/mws.html.
 We are the
rst to su essfully apply the algebrai approa h to solving the huge-table problem appearing in
the derivation of linear-time algorithms on de omposable graphs [1, 27, 6, 11℄, a problem not solved by table
ompression [6℄ or by dynami table management [5℄.
This should be a signi ant step in making the theoreti ally appealing linear-time graph algorithms pra ti ally useful.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Se tion 2 we
des ribe our idea informally by using a list version of the
party planning problem. After brie y reviewing the notational onventions and some basi on epts of program alulation in Se tion 3, we formally de ne maximumweightsum problems in Se tion 4. We des ribe the optimization theorem in Se tion 5 and our al ulation framework in
Se tion 6. In Se tion 7 we highlight the features of our approa h with several examples, and in Se tion 8 we dis uss
related work. We make our on luding remarks in Se tion
9.

2. A TOUR
Before addressing our approa h formally, we brie y explain our idea by going through the list version of the party
planning problem.

2.1 Specification
The list version of the party planning problem, whi h
will be alled the maximum independent-sublist sum problem
(mis for short), is to ompute vs, the set of elements from a
non-empty list xs, su h that no two elements in vs are adja ent in xs. Clearly, it is one of the maximum-weightsum
problems on lists, whi h an be generally spe i ed by
mis
: [ ℄![ ℄
mis xs = "ws = [vs j vs subs xs; pmis (xs; vs)℄

type
type
type
type

mis :: [Elem℄ -> [MElem℄
mis xs = let opts = mis' xs
in getdata (foldr1 (bmax se ond)
[ ( ,w, and)
| ( ,w, and) <- opts,
==2 || ==3℄)

weight :: MElem -> Weight
weight (w,_) = w

mis' :: [Elem℄ -> [(Class,Weight,[MElem℄)℄
mis' [x℄ = [(2,x,[(x,True)℄), (3,0,[(x,False)℄)℄
mis' (x:xs) =
let opts = mis' xs
in ea hmax [ (table (marked mx) ,
(if marked mx then weight mx else 0) + w,
mx: and)
| mx <- [mark x, unmark x℄,
( ,w, and) <- opts℄
bmax :: Ord w => (a -> w) -> a -> a -> a
bmax f a b = if f a > f b then a else b
ea hmax :: (Eq , Ord w) => [( ,w,a)℄ -> [( ,w,a)℄
ea hmax xs = foldl f [℄ xs
where f [℄ ( ,w, and) = [( ,w, and)℄
f (( ,w, and) : opts) ( ',w', and') =
if == ' then
if w>w' then ( ,w, and) : opts
else opts ++ [( ',w', and')℄
else ( ,w, and) : f opts ( ',w', and')

Weight = Int
Elem = Weight
MElem = (Elem,Bool)
Class = Int

marked :: MElem -> Bool
marked (_,m) = m
mark :: Elem -> MElem
mark x = (x,True)
unmark :: Elem -> MElem
unmark x = (x,False)
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table

:: Bool -> Class -> Class
True 0 = 0
True 1 = 0
True 2 = 0
True 3 = 2
False 0 = 1
False 1 = 1
False 2 = 3
False 3 = 3

se ond (_,x,_) = x
getdata (_,_,x) = x

Figure 1: A linear-time Haskell program for the mis problem.
where subs enumerates all sublists (not ne essarily ontiguous) of a list.
What is left is to de ne pmis , the spe i omponent of the
problem. Be ause vs is a sublist of xs, we an spe ify pmis in
two steps: rst marking the elements in xs whi h belong to
vs, and then on the marked xs de ning the property. Thus,

pmis (xs; vs) = p (marking xs vs):
Here p he ks that all pairs of marked elements are not adja ent in the marked xs.

p
p [x℄
p (x : xs)

: [ ℄ ! Bool
= True
= if marked x
then not (marked (hd xs))

else p xs

^

p xs

hd
: [ ℄!
hd [x℄
= x
hd (x : xs) = x
For later transformation, we de ne hd in the same way as p
over the two ases singleton list and ons list. So mu h for
our spe i ation of the problem. It is worth noting that our
spe i ation is as natural as that in [11℄ using the monadi
se ond-order logi (See Se tion 4.2). The riti al di eren e
is in spe ifying p by using a re ursive fun tion instead of
a logi al predi ate. This enables us to use the fun tional
program al ulation for the later derivation.

2.2 Derivation
The derivation is based on our optimization theorem in
Se tion 5, whi h says that if the property des ription p an
be de ned in mutumorphisms [15, 18, 17℄, then a linear-time
algorithm solving the maximum-weightsum problem with re-

spe t to p an be derived automati ally.
Therefore, the derivation of a linear-time algorithm for the
mis problem redu es to be a derivation of mutumorphisms
for p. More pre isely, we hope to transform p to the following
form:
p [x℄
= 1 x
p (x : xs) = 2 x (p xs; p1 xs; : : : ; pn xs)
where i 's denote some fun tions and pi 's are auxiliary property des riptions de ned in a fashion similar to that in whi h
p is de ned:
pi
: [ ℄ ! Bool
pi [x℄
= i1 x
pi (x : xs) = i2 x (p xs; p1 xs; : : : ; pn xs):
Consider now the p for the mis problem. By introdu ing p1
de ned by
p1
: [ ℄ ! Bool
p1 [x℄
= not (marked x)
p1 (x : xs) = not (marked x)
we an transform p to the following form.
p [x℄ = True
p (x : xs) = if marked x then p1 xs ^ p xs else p xs
Applying our general optimization theorem for solving
maximum-weightsum problems now soon yields a lineartime algorithm like that in Figure 1, where the algorithm
is oded in Haskell. The fun tion bmax in Figure 1 orresponds to the sele tion operator ". The main fun tion mis
takes a list as its argument and returns the input list with
the sele ted elements marked with True. For example, mis
[1..4℄ returns
[(1,False),(2,True),(3,False),(4,True)℄.

Note that our initial spe i ation only returns [2,4℄. The
orre tness of the algorithm follows from our optimization
theorem (see Se tion 5). The linear property for mis omes
from the following observation:




The argument to ea hmax has at most 8 elements,
and so does the se ond argument of f used to de ne
ea hmax. So ea hmax osts O(1) time. Therefore, the
auxiliary fun tion mis' is a linear-time program.
The opts in the body of mis has at most 4 elements, so
it osts onstant time to produ e the nal result after
omputing mis' xs.

The fun tion mis' omputes one optimal solution for ea h
lass, where lasses orrespond to elements of range of h
de ned as follows.

h : [ ℄ ! (Bool; Bool )
h x = (p x; p1 x)
Class 0 orresponds to (False; False), Class 1 to (False; True),
Class 2 to (True; False), and Class 3 to (True; True). These
lasses an be interpreted as follows.








Class 0 means that p does not hold and p1 does not
hold. This means that the head of the list is marked
and the set of marked elements in the list is not independent.
Class 1 means that p does not hold and p1 holds. This
means that the head of the list is not marked and the
set of marked elements in the list is not independent.
Class 2 means that p holds and p1 does not hold. This
means that the head of the list is marked and the set
of marked elements in the list is independent.
Class 3 means that p holds and p1 holds. This means
that the head of the list is not marked and the set of
marked elements in the list is independent.

From the fun tion h, we an automati ally derive the de nition of table. See Se tion 5 for details.

2.3 Remarks
Two remarks are worth making. First, the optimization
theorem, whi h will be dis ussed in detail in Se tion 5, plays
a signi ant role in our derivation. To apply this theorem,
the only thing one have to do is to nd the property des ription in mutumorphi form.
Se ond, the property des ription in mutumorphi form
an be derived from a re ursive property des ription by using the al ulational strategy we present in Se tion 6. This
derivation utilizes tupling and fusion transformations, whi h
are nothing very spe ial and for whi h a wealth of al ulation te hniques have been developed [18, 8℄. Our derivation
is thus surprisingly simple and powerful.

3.

PRELIMINARIES

In this se tion we brie y review the notational onventions
and some basi on epts of program al ulation [7, 20, 8℄
used in this paper.

3.1 Recursive Data Types
To simplify the presentation and proof of the optimization
theorem in Se tion 5, we restri t ourselves to onsidering
polynomial data types. And to avoid ategori al notations,
we des ribe polynomial data types in the following form.

D

= C1 ( ; D1 ; : : : ; Dn1 )
j
C2 ( ; D1 ; : : : ; Dn2 )
j



Ck ( ; D1 ; : : : ; Dnk )

j

Here Di 's denote D , and Ci 's are alled data onstru tors
applying to an element of type and a bounded number
of re ursive omponents. Though seemly restri ted, these
polynomial data types are powerful enough to over our
ommonly used data types, su h as lists, binary trees, rooted
trees [6℄, and series-parallel graphs [23℄. Moreover, other
data types like the rose trees, a kind of regular datatype
de ned by
RTree

= Node

[RTree ℄;

an be en oded into one of these polynomial data types.
This will be demonstrated in Se tion 6.
For ea h data onstru tor Ci , we de ne Fi by
Fi f (e; x1 ; : : : ; xni ) = (e; f x1 ; : : : ; f xni ):

3.2 Catamorphism
Catamorphisms , one of the most important on epts in
program al ulation [20, 22, 8℄, form a lass of important
re ursive fun tions over a given data type. They are the
fun tions that promote through the data onstru tors.
For example, for the type of lists, given e and  , there
exists a unique atamorphism ata satisfying the following
equations.

ata [ ℄
= e
ata (x : xs) = x  ( ata xs)
In essen e, this solution is a relabeling: it repla es every o urren e of [ ℄ with e and every o urren e of : with  in the
ons list. Be ause of the uniqueness property of atamorphisms (i.e., for this example e and  uniquely determines a
atamorphism over ons lists), we usually denote this atamorphism as ata = ([e ℄).
5

Definition 1 (Catamorphism). A atamorphism over
a re ursive data type D is hara terized by

f = ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D



f Æ Ci = i Æ Fi f (i = 1; : : : ; k)

If it is lear from the ontext, we usually omit the subs ript
D in ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D .
2

Catamorphisms play an important role in program transformation (program al ulation) be ause they satisfy a number
of ni e al ulational properties in whi h the fusion theorem
is of greatest importan e:
Theorem 1

(Fusion).

f Æ ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D = ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D
provided that for every i with 1  i  k
f Æ i = i Æ Fi f:

2

The fusion theorem gives the ondition that has to be satis ed in order to promote (fuse) a fun tion into a atamorphism to obtain a new atamorphism. It a tually provides
a onstru tive but powerful me hanism for deriving a \bigger" atamorphism from a program in a ompositional style,
a typi al style for fun tional programming. When applying
the fusion theorem, we may do generalization, whi h is an
operation substituting a new fun tion for the target part of
the fusion transformation.

3.3 Mutumorphisms
Mutumorphisms, generalizations of atamorphisms to mutually de ned fun tions, are de ned as follows [15, 16, 17℄.
Definition 2
(Mutumorphisms). Fun tions f1 , f2 ,
: : :, fn are said to be mutumorphisms on a re ursive data
type D if ea h fun tion fi is de ned mutually by
fi Æ Cj = ij Æ Fj (f1 f2 : : : fn )
for j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg.
2
4

Note that f1
as follows.
(f1

4

f2

4

4

f2

4

:::

:::

4

4

4

4

fn represents a fun tion de ned

fn ) x = (f1 x; f2 x; : : : ; fn x)

It is known that mutumorphisms an be turned into a single
atamorphism by the tupling transformation [15, 16, 17℄.
Theorem 2 (Mutu Tupling). If f1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fn are
mutumorphisms like those in De nition 2, then

f1 f2 : : : fn = ([1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k ℄)D
where i = 1i : : : ni for i = 1; : : : ; k.
4

4

4

4

4.
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MAXIMUM-WEIGHTSUM PROBLEMS

Before addressing our approa h, we should be more preise about the maximum-weightsum problems and should
larify the limitations of the existing solutions.

4.1 A Formal Definition
A maximum-weightsum problem an be rephrased as follows. Given a data stru ture x, the task is to nd a way to
mark some elements in x su h that the marked data stru ture x, say x , satis es a ertain property, say p, and the
weightsum of the marked elements is maximum. Here the
\maximum" means that no other marking of x satisfying
p an produ e a larger weight sum. A straightforward solution, whose omplexity is exponential in the number of
elements in x, is as follows.
mws : (D
mws p x =

Bool ) ! D
 
"wsum = [x jx



!

D 
gen x; p x ℄

!

We use gen x to generate all possible markings of input
data x, and from those whi h satisfy the property p we use
"wsum = to sele t one whose weightsum of marked elements
is maximum.
Before de ning gen and wsum, we explain some of our
notation for marking. For a data type of , we use  to
extend with marking information. It an be de ned more
on retely by


= ( ; Bool )

where a boolean value indi ates whether or not the element
of type is marked. A ordingly, we use a , b ; : : : ; x
to denote variables of the type  or the type D  (i.e.,
D (  )).
The fun tion gen, exhaustively enumerating all possible
ways of marking or unmarking every element, an be re ursively de ned by

gen : D ! [D  ℄
gen = ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)
where
i (e; xs1 ; : : : ; xsni ) =
[ Ci (e ; x1 ; : : : ; xni ) j
e [mark e; unmark e℄;
x1 xs1 ;
x2 xs2 ;
x

..
.

ni

xsni ℄ (i = 1 : : : k)

where mark and unmark are fun tions for marking and unmarking:
mark x
= (x; T rue)
unmark x = (x; F alse):
The fun tion wsum omputes the sum of weights of
marked elements in a data stru ture:
wsum : D  ! Weight
wsum = ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)

where
i (e ; w1 ; : : : ; wni ) =
(if marked e then weight e else 0) +
w1 +    + wni

where marked is a fun tion whi h takes as its argument an
element e and he ks whether e is marked.
marked
: D  ! Bool
marked (e; m) = m:
So mu h for the spe i ation of mws, with whi h we an
de ne various maximum-weightsum problems. For example,
the mis problem in Se tion 2 an be spe i ed by

mis = mws p
where p is the des ription of the \independent" property
spe i ed in Se tion 2.

4.2 Limitation of Borie’s Approach
The maximum-weightsum problems have many instan es
in graph algorithms. Bern et al. showed that many graph
problems | su h as the minimum vertex over problem, the
maximum independent set problem, the maximum mat hing problem, and the traveling salesman problem | an be
des ribed by mws, and, more interestingly, that they an be
solved in linear time on de omposable graphs [6℄. Basing
their work on Bern et al.'s and on Cour elle's [14℄, Borie
et al. proposed a method for automati ally onstru ting
linear-time algorithms that solve the maximum-weightsum
problems [11℄.
The main idea is to restri t the property p to be des ribed
in terms of a small anoni al set of primitive predi ates (su h
as the in ident predi ate In (v; e)) or a ombination of them
by logi al operators (^, _, and :) and (either rst-order
or se ond-order) quanti ers (8 and 9). For example, the

property p for the maximum independent set problem is
des ribed by

p

=
Adj (v1 ; v2 ) =

v v Adj (v1 ; v2 )
e (In (v1 ; e1 ) ^ In (v2 ; e1 ))
^ : (v1 = v2 ):

8 1 8 2 :
9 1

With this restri tion, it is possible to automati ally onstru t a linear-time algorithm for mws p from the predi ative
stru ture of p.
Though attra tive in theory, a linear-time algorithm needs
to reate a huge table, and this prevents these algorithms
from a tually being used [6, 11, 5℄. The table reated for
the maximum independent set problem, for instan e, on142
tains more than 2(2 ) entries. The fun tional approa h we
propose an redu e this number to 8 (See Figure 1).

5.

THE OPTIMIZATION THEOREM

This se tion fo uses on a formal study of our fun tional
approa h to solving the maximum-weightsum problems, in
whi h approa h our main theorem, the optimization theorem , plays a signi ant role. It not only lari es a suÆient ondition for the existen e of linear-time algorithms,
but also gives a al ulation rule for the onstru tion of su h
algorithms. As will be seen later, the key points of our al ulation are the fun tional (rather than predi ative) stru ture
of property des riptions, and the good use made of program
transformation su h as fusion and tupling [17, 16, 15℄. We
begin here by giving in Lemma 3 a suÆ ient ondition under whi h eÆ ient linear-time algorithms are guaranteed to
exist. Then we use mutumorphisms to formalize in Lemma
4 the lass of problems we an solve in linear time. Finally,
we summarize the two lemmas in our optimization theorem.

is transformed into the left-hand side. In the transformation
rules we use the auxiliary fun tions i0 (i = 1; : : : ; k) de ned
by
i0 (e; and 1 ; : : : ; andni ) =
[ (i (e ; 1 ; : : : ; ni );
(if marked e then weight e else 0)
+ w1 + : : : + wni ;
Ci (e ; r1 ; : : : ; rn i )) j
e [mark e; unmark e℄;
( 1 ; w1 ; r1 )
and1 ;    ;
andni ℄:
( ni ; wni ; rn i )
=

=

=

=

=

=

Let spe be de ned

=

by

spe
spe

: D !D 
= mws (a ept Æ ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)):

If the domain of the predi ate a ept is nite, then spe
be solved in linear time.

an

2

To prove the lemma, we de ne an optimization fun tion

opt in Figure 2. We will show that opt solves spe orre tly

and that is omputable in linear time. In Figure 2, getdata is
a fun tion whi h takes as its argument a triple and returns
the third element.
getdata ( ; w; r ) = r

Correctness
Here we show how the right-hand side of
spe x = opt a ept 1 : : : k x

opt g

0

([ 1 ; : : : ;

0

0

f lter (a ept Æ fst ) Æ ea hmax =
ea hmax Æ lter (a ept Æ fst ) g

getdata ("snd = (ea hmax
0
0
[ ( ; w; r ) j ( ; w; r ) ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) x;
a ept ℄ ))
f "snd = Æ ea hmax

="snd

=g

getdata ("snd = (ea hmax
0
0
[ ( ; w; r ) j ( ; w; r ) ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) x;
a ept ℄ ))

k

f

= ([1 ; : : : ;  ℄)

r g

getdata ("snd =
0
0
[ ( ; w; r ) j ( ; w; r ) ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) x;

a ept (([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) r ) ℄ )

f getdata Æ "snd = ="wsum = Æ map getdata g

(map getdata Æ ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)) x;
a ept (([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) r ) ℄

wsum = [r j r

=
=

(Optimization Lemma).

unfold

k ℄) = ea hmax Æ ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) g
getdata ("snd =
[ ( ; w; r ) j ( ; w; r ) ea hmax (([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) x);
a ept ℄ )
f

"

an be solved in linear time. Our rst result gives a suÆ ient
ondition for p in the form of the omposition of a fun tion
and a atamorphism.
Lemma 3

f

getdata ("snd = [ ( ; w; r )

j ( ; w; r )
([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) x;
a ept ℄ )
0

5.1 A Sufficient Condition
It is obvious that not all optimization problems spe i ed
by
spe : D ! D 
spe = mws p

opt a ept 1 : : : k x

0

f ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) = map getdata Æ ([

"

wsum =

0

1; : : : ;

[r j r

([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) x;
a ept (([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) r ) ℄

f

fold

mws g

f

fold

spe g

0

0

k ℄) g

mws (a ept Æ ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)) x
spe x

The rst transformation rule is simply an unfolding of opt.
The se ond transformation rule is
([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) = ea hmax Æ ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄):
The relation between i and i0 is as follows.
i = ea hmax Æ i0
0

0

The fun tion ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄) applies the fun tion ea hmax to
the list of andidates at ea h stage. The fun tion ea hmax Æ
([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄), however, rst reates all the markings of input data and orresponding weights and lasses. Then it
applies the fun tion ea hmax. These two fun tions ompute
the same andidate solutions be ause the fun tion ea hmax
takes a list whi h ontains andidate solutions and returns a
list whi h onsists of the rightmost optimal solution for ea h
lass in the input list, preserving the order, and the fun tion
ea hmax is idempotent (i.e., ea hmax Æ ea hmax = ea hmax).
0

0

opt a ept 1 : : : k x = getdata ("snd = [ ( ; w; r ) j ( ; w; r ) ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D x; a ept ℄ )
where i (e; and1 ; : : : ; andni ) =
ea hmax [ (i (e ; 1 ; : : : ; ni );
(if marked e then weight e else 0) + w1 + : : : + wni ;
Ci (e ; r1 ; : : : ; rn i )) j
e [mark e; unmark e℄;
(i = 1; : : : ; k)
andni ℄
( 1 ; w1 ; r1 )
and1 ;    ; ( ni ; wni ; rn i )
Figure 2: Optimization fun tion opt.
The third transformation rule
lter (a ept Æ fst ) Æ ea hmax =
ea hmax Æ lter (a ept Æ fst )
means the ommutativity between lter and ea hmax fun tions, where lter is the abbreviation of

p: xs: [ x j x xs; p x℄:
The fun tion lter (a ept Æ fst ) Æ ea hmax rst applies the

fun tion ea hmax and then lters. The fun tion ea hmax Æ
lter (a ept Æ fst ) rst lters and then applies the fun tion
ea hmax. These two fun tions ompute the same result beause the predi ate (a ept Æ fst ) is on erned only with the
lasses and be ause the fun tions lter and ea hmax preserve
the order.
The fourth transformation rule is

snd = Æ ea hmax ="snd =:
This equation holds be ause "snd = returns the rightmost
optimal solution, and ea hmax returns a list whi h onsists
of the rightmost optimal solution for ea h lass in the input
list, preserving the order.
The fth transformation rule is
"



= ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) r :

This means that the lass to whi h r belongs is , whi h
an be shown by indu tion.
The sixth transformation rule is
snd = ="wsum = Æ map getdata:
This holds be ause the se ond element is the weightsum of
the third element, whi h an be shown by indu tion.
The seventh transformation rule
getdata

Æ "

([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) = map getdata Æ ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)
follows from Theorem 1.
The eighth and ninth transformation rules are simply the
foldings of mws and spe .
2
0

0

Linearity
Here we show that the fun tion opt is linear.
opt a ept 1 : : : k x =
getdata ("snd =
[ ( ; w; r ) j ( ; w; r ) ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D x; a ept ℄ )
The important observation is that the number of elements
in the list ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D x is bounded by the number of
lasses1 (i.e., the number of elements in the domain of a ept
1
From the ondition that the domain of a ept is nite, we
know the range of the atamorphism ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄) is nite.

or the range of the atamorphism) be ause ea hmax returns
a list whose length is bounded by the number of lasses.
Therefore, if ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D x an be omputed in linear
time, so an opt.
To prove that ([ 1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D is a linear-time algorithm, it
is suÆ e to show that i e and1 : : : andni an be omputed
in onstant time. Taking the fa t that i an be omputed
in O(1) time be ause the size of its argument is independent
of the input, we an see that the onstru tion of ea h triple
( ; w; r ) (i.e., ea h element onsumed later by ea hmax) an
be omputed in O(1) time be ause an be obtained in O(1)
time by i , w by performing the + operation ni times, and
r simply by ombining e ; r1 ; : : : ; rn i . Here ni is bounded
by

N = max fni j 1  i  kg:
Moreover, exa tly (2  j and1 j  : : :  j andni j) triples of
( ; w; r) are generated, and this number is bounded by the
onstant 2C N , where C is the number of lasses. Therefore,
the omplexity of i e and1 : : : andni is O(1). Though the
size of the bound in reases exponentially with N , in many
well-used data types, su h as lists and binary trees, N is
small (perhaps one or two).

2

Remarks
This lemma was inspired by Bern et al.'s work on de omposable graphs [6℄, where a similar ondition on de omposable
graphs was given. We generalize the idea from de omposable graphs2 to generi re ursive data types. Moreover, we
give a on rete linear time algorithm using the optimization
fun tion opt in Figure 2.
In the optimization lemma, we give the optimization fun tion opt to ompute an optimal solution. It is worth noting
that by slightly hanging the de nition of the optimization
fun tion opt, we an also do re ognition and enumeration in
linear time. Re ognition means re ognizing whether or not a
solution satisfying the property des ription exists, and enumeration means ounting the number of solutions satisfying
the property des ription [11℄.

5.2 Decomposition Lemma
To apply the optimization lemma, we need to represent
the property des ription p as a ept Æ ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄), where
the domain of a ept is nite. The following lemma gives a
method for transforming the property des ription p into the
above form when p is de ned using mutumorphisms.
As seen in Se tion 2, this atamorphism proje ts the input
to this nite range, whose elements are alled lasses [6℄.
2
De omposable graphs do not allow the addition of a new
element when gluing smaller graphs.

Lemma 4 (De omposition Lemma). If the property
des ription p0 : D  ! Bool an be de ned as mutumorphisms with other property des riptions pi : D  ! Bool
for i = 1; : : : ; n, then p0 an be de omposed into

p0 = a ept Æ ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄);
where the domain of a ept is nite.

2

Proof. To prove the lemma, we suppose that mutumorphisms p0 , p1 ; : : : ; pn are de ned as follows. For ea h i 2
f0; 1; : : : ; ng and ea h j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k g,
pi Æ Cj = ij Æ Fj (p0 p1    pn ):
By the mutu tupling theorem, we have
p0 p1 : : : pn = ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D
(1)
where
i = 0i 1i : : : ni (i = 1; : : : ; k):
By de ning
a ept (x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn ) = x0 ;
we obtain
p0 = a ept Æ ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D :
Next we show that the domain of a ept, i.e., the range
of ([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D , is nite. Fun tions p0 ; p1 ; : : : ; pn have
ranges whi h onsist of two elements, True and False. So,
from equation (1), the number of elements in the range of
([1 ; : : : ; k ℄)D is 2n+1 , whi h is a nite number. This means
that the domain of a ept is nite.
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5.3 The Main Theorem

Combining the above two lemmas, we obtain the optimization theorem.
Theorem 5

(Optimization Theorem).

The maximum-weightsum problem spe i ed by
spe : D ! D 
spe = mws p0
an be solved in linear time if the property des ription p0 :
 ! Bool an be de ned as mutumorphisms with other
property des riptions pi : D  ! Bool for i = 1; : : : ; n. 2

D

This theorem provides a friendly interfa e for the derivation of eÆ ient linear-time algorithms solving the maximumweightsum problems. When the property des ription is dened as mutumorphisms whi h onsist of n property des riptions, a derived atamorphism will have range whi h has 2n
elements. In many ases, property des ription p an be easily des ribed as mutumorphisms whi h onsist of a small
number of property des riptions (two to four for examples
in this paper). For example, the party planning problem
is des ribed with mutumorphisms whi h onsist of only two
property des riptions. This means that the linear-time algorithms obtained are pra ti al.
To see how the theorem works, re all the mis problem in
Se tion 2. The property des ription p is de ned with p1 in
the following mutumorphi form:
p [x℄ = True
p (x : xs) = if marked x then p1 xs ^ p xs else p xs

p1 [x℄ = not (marked x)
p1 (x : xs) = not (marked x)

It follows from the optimization theorem that an eÆ ient
linear-time algorithm solving the mis problem an be derived
automati ally.
It is easy to extend lemma 4 and theorem 5 to allow the
property des ription p0 to be de ned as mutumorphisms
with other fun tions whose ranges are nite.

6. CALCULATION STRATEGY
In this se tion we show how to derive pra ti al linear-time
algorithms that solve the maximum-weightsum problems by
applying the optimization theorem.

Spe i ation Spe ify the property des ription for a given
maximum-weightsum problem using a re ursive fun tion p on a data stru ture R.

Step 1 If R is not a polynomial data type, nd a polynomial data stru ture D into whi h R an be en oded,
and then transform the property des ription p on R
into p0 on D. If the data stru ture R is a polynomial
data stru ture, then do nothing. That is, let p0 = p
and D = R.
Step 2 Derive p0 in terms of mutumorphisms whi h onsist of several property des riptions p00 ; p01 ; : : : ; p0n on
D by generalizing some part in p0 and fusing it. If
ne essary, do tupling transformation to get a atamorphism, sin e a atamorphism must be obtained when
applying the fusion theorem.

Step 3 Apply the optimization theorem to get a linear-time
algorithm that solves the maximum-weightsum problem.

We demonstrate these steps on the party planning problem.

The Party Planning Problem
Spe i ation The inputs in the party planning problem
are trees, so we an use the following re ursive (regular) data stru ture.
Org

::= Leader

[Org ℄

The spe i ation of the problem is

pp : Org ! Org
pp = mws p



where the property des ription p of the party planning
problem an be written as follows.

p : Org  ! Bool
p (Leader v [ ℄) = True
p (Leader v (t : ts)) =
not (bothmarked v (getLeader t))
p t ^ p (Leader v ts)

^

If the tree ontains only a single node, then the property is satis ed. Otherwise we he k its root v1 with
its hildren one by one to make ertain that both v1
and its hild are not marked at the same time, and
then we he k other parts of the tree re ursively. Here
bothmarked v1 v2 is used to he k whether both v1
and v2 are marked, and getLeader returns the root of

the organization tree:
bothmarked :  !  ! Bool
bothmarked v1 v2 = marked v1

^

marked v2

getLeader : Org !
getLeader (Leader v ts) = v:

Noti e that our initial spe i ation is rather straightforward.

Step 1 The data type Org

is regular but nonpolynomial
data type whose nodes an have arbitrarily many hildren. So we transform this data type Org into a polynomial data type. In fa t, we an represent the type
Org by the following binary tree stru ture, alled a
rooted tree [6℄.
RTree

::= Root
Join (RTree ) (RTree )

j

The relation between these two data types an be aptured by the following fun tions.
r2o : RTree ! Org
r2o (Root v ) = Leader v [ ℄
r2o (Join t1 t2 ) = let Leader v ts = r2o t2
in Leader v ((r2o t1 ) : ts)

o2r : Org ! RTree
o2r (Leader v [ ℄) = Root v
o2r (Leader v (t : ts)) =
Join (o2r t) (o2r (Leader v ts))
These two fun tions onvert data types in linear time.
Next we transform the property des ription p on Org
to p0 on RTree . Let p0 and getLeader 0 be the fun tions
on RTree whi h orrespond to p and getLeader on
Org . These fun tions should satisfy the following
equations.
p0
: RTree  ! Bool
0
p t
= p (r2o t)
getLeader 0
0

: RTree ! Bool
getLeader t = getLeader (r2o t)

A simple fusion al ulation yields
p0 (Root v ) = True
p0 (Join t1 t2 ) =
not (marked (getLeader 0 t1 ) ^
marked (getLeader 0 t2 )) ^

p0 t1

^

p0 t2

getLeader 0 (Root v ) = v
getLeader 0 (Join t1 t2 ) = getLeader 0 t2 :

Step 2 To represent p0 using mutumorphisms whi h onsist

of only property des riptions, we generalize the part
marked Æ getLeader0 and let it be lm0 .
lm0 : RTree  ! Bool
lm0 = marked Æ getLeader 0
By a simple fusion al ulation we an get
lm0 (Root v )
= marked v
lm0 (Join t1 t2 ) = lm0 t2 :

Now we an represent p0 using mutumorphisms whi h
onsist of the following two property des riptions.
p0 (Root v )
= True
p0 (Join t1 t2 ) = not (lm0 t1 ^ lm0 t2 ) ^

p0 t 1 ^ p0 t 2
lm0 (Root v )
= marked v
lm0 (Join t1 t2 ) = lm0 t2

Step 3 By applying our optimization theorem, we get the
following linear-time algorithm.
pp = r2o Æ (opt a ept 1 2 ) Æ o2r

where
a ept (x0 ; x1 ) = x0
1 v = (True; marked v )
2 (a1 ; b1 ) (a2 ; b2 ) =
(not (b1 ^ b2 ) ^ a1 ^ a2 ; b2 )

So mu h for the derivation. Note that we an go further to ompute i stati ally and store it in a table,
though this is not ne essary. To do so, de ne four
lasses by
0 = (False; False)
1 = (False; True)
2 = (True; False)
3 = (True; True)
and simplify the fun tions a ept, 1 , and 2 . We
write 2 as a table.
a ept = ( == 2 ) _ ( == 3 )
1 v
= if marked v then 3 else 2

2
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2

3

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

2

0
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0

1
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7. FEATURES
In this se tion we highlight several important features of
our al ulational approa h for solving the maximumweightsum problems: its simpli ity, generality, and exibility.

7.1 Simplicity
First, as seen in the derivation of a linear-time algorithm
for solving the party planning problem as well as seen in
Se tion 2, our al ulation is surprisingly simple. With the
optimization theorem, all we need to do is derive a mutumorphi form of the property des ription. Fortunately, there
are a lot of handy al ulation strategies for deriving mutumorphisms [17℄, su h as generalization of subexpressions to
fun tions and fusion transformation [18, 8℄.
In the following we shall further illustrate this simpli ity
by solving the other two problems mentioned in the Introdu tion, whose derivation of linear algorithms are indeed
not so straightforward for even an experien ed fun tional
programmer.

Group Organizing Problem
The inputs in the group organizing problem are trees, and
we use the same data stru ture Org that we used for the
party planning problem. The property p on the marked tree

for this problem is that one of the an estor nodes of any
two marked nodes must be marked. This an be des ribed
re ursively by

p : Org  ! Bool
p (Leader v [ ℄) = True
p (Leader v (t : ts)) =
if marked v then True
else if nm t then p (Leader v ts)
else p t ^ nm (Leader v ts):
The rst equation means that a single-node tree always satis es p. The se ond equation means that for a tree with the
root v , if the root is marked, then any way of marking the
nodes of its subtrees is a eptable. Otherwise, we have to
he k ea h of the subtrees to make sure that at most a single
subtree has marked nodes. The fun tion nm t he ks that
the tree t has no marked nodes; it is de ned as follows.

nm (Leader v [ ℄)
= not (marked v )
nm (Leader v (t : ts)) = nm t ^ nm (Leader v ts)
Using the al ulational strategy des ribed in Se tion 6, we
an turn these fun tions into the following mutumorphisms
on Rtree , whi h onsist of only property des riptions, and
thus an obtain a linear-time algorithm for the group organizing problem.

p0
p0 (Root v )
p0 (Join t1 t2 )

: RTree  ! Bool
= True
= if lm0 t2 then True

else if nm0 t1 then p0 t2
else p0 t1 ^ nm0 t2

nm0 (Root v )
= not (marked v )
nm0 (Join t1 t2 ) = nm0 t1 ^ nm0 t2
Supervisor Chaining Problem
Similarly, for the supervisor haining problem we an spe ify
the property that the marked nodes form a path hain as
follows.

p : Org  ! Bool
p (Leader v [ ℄) = True
p (Leader v (t : ts)) =
if marked v then
if nm t then p (Leader v ts)
else marked (getLeader t) ^ p t ^
ol (Leader v ts)
else if nm t then p (Leader v ts)
else p t ^ nm (Leader v ts)
The fun tion ol t he ks that the leader of the tree t is
marked and the other nodes of t are not marked.

ol (Leader v [ ℄)
= marked v
ol (Leader v (t : ts)) = nm t ^ ol (Leader v ts)

This property p an be expressed using the following mutumorphisms whi h onsist of only property des riptions.
p0
: RTree  ! Bool
p0 (Root v )
= True
p0 (Join t1 t2 ) = if lm0 t2 then

if nm0 t1 then p0 t2
else lm0 t1 ^ p0 t1 ^ ol0 t2
else if nm0 t1 then p0 t2
else p0 t1 ^ nm0 t2

ol0 (Root v )
= marked v
ol0 (Join t1 t2) = nm0 t1 ^ ol0 t2
Now we an use our optimization theorem, as we did for
the partying planning problem, to obtain a linear-time algorithm that solves the supervisor haining problem.

7.2 Generality
Our approa h is general (polytypi ) enough to deal with
maximum-weightsum problems on data stru tures that are
not lists or trees. To illustrate this, we derive a linear-time
algorithm solving the maximum two disjoint paths problem
on series-parallel graphs [23℄.
The series-parallel graph is de ned as follows.
SPG ::= Base (Vert; Vert; Edge)
j
Series SPG SPG
j
Parallel SPG SPG

Here Vert represents the type of verti es and Edge represents
the type of edges. Every graph should have a single sour e
and a single sink. The two data onstru tors are Series and
Parallel. Series g1 g2 makes sense only when the sink of g1
is the sour e of g2 , and Parallel g1 g2 makes sense only when
g1 and g2 share a sour e and a sink.
Figure 3 shows the meaning of the onstru tors. For example, the middle graph in Figure 3 is represented by

g = Series (Base (u; w; e1)) (Base (w; v; e2)):
The maximum two disjoint paths problem is de ned as follows: when given two verti es s and t, nd two disjoint paths
between the two verti es s; t su h that the sum of the edge
weights is maximum. Sin e the two disjoint paths between
the verti es s and t an be seen as a y le ontaining the verti es s and t, we an spe ify the property p of the problem
by
p
: Vert ! Vert ! SPG ! Bool
p s t g = y le g ^ th s g ^ th t g:
Here y le judges whether the marked edges in the graph
form a y le, and th v judges whether there is a marked
edge in ident to the vertex v . These two fun tions an be
de ned as follows.
y le (Base e)
= not (marked e)
y le (Series g1 g2 ) = ( y le g1 ^ nm g2 ) _
(nm g1 ^ y le g2 )
y le (Parallel g1 g2 ) = ( y le g1 ^ nm g2 ) _
(nm g1 ^ y le g2 ) _
(span g1 ^ span g2 )

th v g

= anyMarked (in v g )

The fun tion span judges whether the marked edges in the
graph span between the sour e and sink of the graph, nm

e1

e2
e1

u

e

w

w

u

u
v
Base graph

e1

e2

e2

w

e3
v

v

w

e2

e1

v

e3
u

u

w

v

u

v

Parallel operation

Series operation

Figure 3: Operations of series-parallel graphs.
judges whether or not there are marked edges in the graph,
anyMarked takes as its argument a list of edges es and judges
whether or not there is a marked edge in es, and in v g
gathers all the edges of g whi h are in ident to the vertex v .

span (Base e)
span (Series g1 g2 )
span (Parallel g1 g2 )

= marked e
= span g1 ^ span g2
= (span g1 ^ nm g2 ) _
(nm g1 ^ span g2 )

nm (Base e)
nm (Series g1 g2 )
nm (Parallel g1 g2 )

= not (marked e)
= nm g1 ^ nm g2
= nm g1 ^ nm g2

in v (Base e(v1 ; v2 ; )) = if v == v1 _ v == v2
then [e℄ else [ ℄
in v (Series g1 g2 )
= in v g1 ++ in v g2
in v (Parallel g1 g2 )
= in v g1 ++ in v g2
By fusion al ulation, we an get the following eÆ ient reursive de nition for th.
th v (Base e(v1 ; v2 ; )) = if v == v1 _ v == v2
then marked e else False
th v (Series g1 g2 )
= th v g1 _ th v g2
th v (Parallel g1 g2 )
= th v g1 _ th v g2
Now the property des ription p s t is represented as mutumorphisms with property des riptions y le, span, nm, th s,
and th t. It follows from our optimization theorem that a
pra ti al linear-time algorithm an be obtained.

7.3 Flexibility
Here we explain exibility of our derivation in oping with
modi ation of the spe i ations of problems. We hoose as
our example the maximum segment sum problem, whi h
is to ompute the maximum of the sums of all segments
( ontiguous sublist) of a list. This is a quite well-known
problem in the program al ulation ommunity [9℄. In the
following we will not only give a new solution to it but will
also demonstrate that we an straightforwardly solve a set
of related problems that would not be easily solved by using
the previously available approa hes.
The maximum segment sum problem is a tually a
maximum-weightsum problem where the property is that
all marked elements in a list should be adja ent ( onne ted).
This property an be spe i ed as follows.
onn [x℄
= True
onn (x : xs) = if marked x then

nm xs _

(marked (hd xs)
else onn xs

^

onn xs)

If the list ontains only a single element, then the property is
satis ed. Otherwise, if the head is marked, then either none
of the other elements are marked or all marked elements
are onne ted to the head. If the head is not marked, the
remaining list is he ked re ursively. As before, the fun tion
nm judges whether or not any of the elements are marked.

nm [x℄
= not (marked x)
nm (x : xs) = not (marked x) ^ nm xs
To transform onn into mutumorphisms whi h onsist only
of property des riptions, we generalize the part marked
(hd xs) and let it be mh xs.

mh xs = marked (hd xs)
By a simple fusion al ulation, we an easily get the following de nition of mh.

mh [x℄
= marked x
mh (x : xs) = marked x
So we have obtained the following mutumorphisms whi h
onsist only of property des riptions.
onn [x℄
= True
onn (x : xs) = if marked x then
nm xs _ (mh xs
else onn xs

^

onn xs)

Appli ation of the optimization theorem gives us a lineartime algorithm. Although our linear algorithm may use a
few more operations than that des ribed by Bird [9℄, it is
mu h easier to derive.
Now onsider an extension of the maximum segment sum
problem where we are interested only in those segments ontaining only even numbers. The property for this extended
problem is

p xs = onn xs

^

evens xs

where evens an be de ned by
evens [x℄

= if marked x then even (weight x)
else True
evens (x : xs) = if marked x then
even (weight x) ^ evens xs
else evens xs

It is easy to see that p an be de ned as mutumorphisms
with property des riptions onn, evens, nm, and mh, and
thus that we obtain a linear algorithm for solving this extended problem.
Following this line, we an onsider many similar segment
problems. We an, for example, onsider maximum sums

of segments that have even numbers of elements by de ning
the following property
p xs = onn xs ^ even (mnum xs);
where mnum xs is the number of marked elements in xs. To
get mutumorphisms whi h onsist only of property des riptions, we generalize the part even (mnum xs) and let it be
em xs.
em xs = even (mnum xs)
After deriving a re ursive form for em by using al ulations
similar to those des ribed above, we an apply the optimization theorem to get a linear-time algorithm. It should be
noted that deriving a linear-time algorithm for this problem
requires some reativity when using the approa h des ribed
in [9, 18℄ be ause the property p is not pre x- losed. This
makes lter promotion diÆ ult.
Finally, we mention that maximum segment sum problem
an be generalized to trees: a segment in a list is simply
generalized to a set of onne ted nodes in a tree. It should
be easy for reader to derive a linear-time algorithm to solve
this generalized problem.

8.

RELATED WORK

Sin e the mid-1980s there have been several powerful approa hes by dynami programming, and many NP- omplete
problems have thus been redu ed to linear-time problems for
families of re ursively onstru ted graphs. The pioneering
work in this eld was on series-parallel graphs [23℄.
The ba kbone on ept is a lass of graphs with bounded
tree-width [21℄, whi h was independently developed as partial
k-tree [2℄ and is also dis ussed in terms of separators [24℄
and liques [19℄. The set of graphs with tree-width at most
k is equal to the set of k-terminal graphs onstru ted by
algebrai omposition rules [4℄. NP- omplete problems on
graphs, su h as the Hamilton path problem, are often linear
in the size and beyond exponential in the tree width by
the divide-and- onquer strategy a ording to this algebrai
onstru tion.
Mu h work has been done [10, 3℄, but most of it is on
individual graph problems. Cour elle showed that whether
a (hyper) graph with bounded tree width satis es a losed
monadi se ond order (MSOL, for short) formula (of graphs)
is solvable in linear time [13℄. Borie et al. further showed
that the re ognition, enumeration, and optimization problems spe i ed by an extension of MSOL formula an be
solved in linear time [11℄. This graph variant of MSOL uses
In (v; e), whi h means a vertex v is an in ident of an edge e,
instead of the use of a su essor fun tion in ordinary MSOL
[25℄.
Although appealing in theory, these methods are hardly
useful in pra ti e due to a huge onstant fa tor for spa e
and time. This arises from the manipulation of huge tables:
 The
onstru tion of tables re e ts the de omposition
of the property des ription into primitive ones; previous methods adapt xed basi predi ates as primitives,
whereas our method freely adapts new primitives if
they are in the form of mutumorphisms.


Their onstru tion of tables auses the exponential
blow-up at ea h o urren e of quanti ers. Our method
repla es the o urren es of quanti ers with re ursions,
whi h are omputationally more eÆ ient.

The omparison of des ription power between mutumorphisms and MSOL is not studied yet, whi h is a future work.
Bird al ulated a linear-time algorithm for solving the
maximum segment sum problem on lists [9℄, whi h is a kind
of maximum-weightsum problem. Bird and de Moor studied
optimization problems, whi h in lude maximum-weightsum
problems, in a more general way that used relation al ulus
[8℄. For instan e, a greedy linear fun tional program for the
party planning problem an be derived using relation al ulus. Using relation al ulus, they developed a very general
framework to treat optimization problems. It is alled thinning theory, and the thinning theorem plays the entral role.
But when applying the thinning theorem, one has to nd two
preorders whi h meet prerequisites of the thinning theorem,
and this is sometimes diÆ ult for non-experts. We instead
fo us on a useful lass of optimization problems, maximumweightsum problems, and propose a very simple way to derive eÆ ient linear algorithms. When the target problem is
a maximum-weightsum problem, the two preorders for the
thinning theorem an be derived automati ally by applying
the optimization theorem. To apply our optimization theorem, the only thing one has to do is des ribe the property
in the form of mutumorphisms. One signi ant reason for
a hieving this simpli ity in derivation is that we have re ognized the importan e of the niteness of the range of a
atamorphism as in the optimization lemma, whi h re eived
little attention in [8℄.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a new method for deriving pra ti al linear-time algorithms for maximum weightsum problems on re ursive data stru tures. From a spe i ation represented as a fun tional program, our method obtains pra tial linear-time algorithms by deriving a atamorphism whose
range size is small. Though our method does not guarantee
that the derived atamorphism has a range with the smallest
number of elements, in many ases it has range onsisting
of about 10 or 20 elements be ause the properties of many
problems an be des ribed in mutumorphisms whi h onsist of three or four property des riptions. This means our
derived linear-time algorithms are pra ti al in many ases.
Our method also enables linear time algorithms to be derived in a simple, systemati , and natural way, and it an
exibly ope with modi ation of the spe i ation.
Though our urrent fo us is on well-used re ursive data
stru tures su h as lists and trees, our method should be able
to deal with the graphs with bounded tree width be ause a
lass of the graphs with bounded tree width an be represented as a re ursive data stru ture like that des ribed in
Se tion 3. Our next target problems are linear-time ontrol ow analyses for stru tured pro edural programs, for
whi h the ontrol ow graphs are known to have bounded
tree width [26℄. Though we urrently restri t data types to
polynomial data types, we think our optimization theorem
an be extended to regular data types.
Our method of ourse has limitations, and the most fundamental is that tree width is bounded. The two-dimensional
maximum segment sum problem, for example, annot be
dealt with by our method be ause a two-dimensional matrix
orresponds to a grid graph, whi h will have unbounded tree
width.
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